THE INNER JOURNEY - WHAT WE CAN EXPECT TO FIND & HOW THE
ARCHONS WILL TRY AND DECEIVE US TO STOP US ACHIEVING GNOSIS.
Initially, the origins of Buddhism, Taoism Illuminism and Gnosticism were all replete with
the simple truth that everything we needed was within each and every one of us, no
exceptions; be that ‘God’, Heaven, the Kingdom or the Father. However, over time the likes
of Buddhism, Taoism, Freemasonry and the Rosicrucian’s became infiltrated by the Archons
and this simple truth became externalised instead of remaining internal.
Over time because our search for truth has become external the majority of people have
ended up ‘shopping for spirit’ in the archon’s diseased external consciousness. As a result,
this ‘disease’ in consciousness now also exists within each and every one of us, making this
inner journey far more difficult. I hope that by sharing just a few of my personal experiences
from this inner journey this will help prepare people for this wonderful journey and alert
them to the many pitfalls that await the unprepared.
As people are different in many ways, then the Inner Journey will be personal and symbolic
to that individual. Though there will be many similarities and cross-overs we come across
through this method of attempting to achieve Gnosis.
In the following discourse I mention the Light on numerous occasions. This ‘light’ I refer to
is what I call ‘The Living Light of Creation’ to distinguish it from any other form of Archon
creation, and where any mention of the Light is used in a positive sense, it is to this ‘Light’ I
am referring.
I spent 4-5 years literally buying out of the 9-5 grind, meditating in nature and with trees,
looking within myself for the answers (intuition comes from inner tuition) and working with
other people examining the energy fields of the body and watching the various interactions
between all forms of energy. I also carried out a lot of Distant Healing and learnt from this
(and meditation) about thought forms, lost souls, how and where the illusion manifested
itself, and so on. I was shown exactly how the Archons worked in this astral reality (external
ego-consciousness – and now also internal). How the Archons and Lost Souls through
programmed ‘attachments’ and/or channelled information manipulated human consciousness
into creating a variety of archon-created religious and so-called spiritual beliefs. These are
beliefs designed specifically to capture the souls of people searching for the truth. Human
consciousness is therefore hijacked and directed into the Archons’ world of astral and psychic
imbalance which has been deliberately sugar-coated with false spiritual veneers and trappings
to appeal to those seekers of spiritual truth.
We will also look more into the inner journey and how, even though through this form of
meditation, initially, we will always have to travel through the Archons astral reality, and if
we are not careful, or have any dogmatic religious, spiritual or new age belief, then we will
end up locked in this false reality, channelling information from various ‘beings’; information
the Archons want us to hear, believe in, and share with others. All so the Archons can gain a
stronger foothold within our beliefs to implement further their desire to control and divide us
and ultimately bring their false diseased reality into the physical plane of existence – ‘…on
Earth as it is in Heaven…’.

For example, if we believe in a particular Saint or Avatar, then the Archons will use this
perceived image (memory) to dupe the ‘soul’ in the same way as they use the ‘memory’ and
‘image’ of the souls of relatives, loved ones and so forth. For example, if we believe in Jesus
Christ, then Jesus Christ may well appear to greet us when the soul departs the physical body.
This practise by the Archons is also used on the ‘inner journey’ through meditation too,
where whatever we may ‘believe in’, be that God or some supernatural being, ‘they’ will
appear to us and offer us some form of ‘Divine Experience/Encounter’ or ‘Alien/Ascended
Master’ revelation on how we can save ourselves and the world.
In meditation these thought forms can appear in many disguises as they ‘sit’ between our
conscious mind and the light we are, as we discussed earlier. Here, they can pass on or
‘channel’ false information from the imbalanced ego-consciousness (Archon’s Astral
Heavens), so it is always prudent when confronted by any ‘apparently benign beings’,
whether in meditations or the afterlife, to ask the ‘light that animates all living things, and all
living things animated by the light to help reveal these ‘beings’ for what they truly are. If they
are impostors, then they will be revealed in all their glory for what they truly are, insidious
thought form energies playing tricks. If they are from the truth, they will appear as the light
beings they are, and there is no mistaking the two!
And so, just as the mind/consciousness can be tricked in meditations into believing what we
see and hear, the soul can likewise be fooled when it departs the physical body by what it
‘appears to see’ and ‘appears to hear’ and it can be led willingly into the ‘middle place’
(Astral Heavens), the prison of the afterlife. Here the soul is sent back to school so to speak,
where it is reprogrammed with even more imbalanced information regarding the illusion and
‘its’ way of life by thought form Archons, lost soul Archons, and other ‘conditioned’ lost
souls who have unfortunately fallen under their control.

There are a number of references in the Gnostic texts to being ‘clothed’ and being ‘naked’
and these references were symbolic of many things. Being clothed representing non-spiritual
awareness and being naked representing spiritual gnosis is one, as portrayed above. ‘Clothed’
also symbolically referred to those soul-endowed-only beings, such as the lost souls and the
thought-form Archons, the spirits of wickedness, those without light; and ‘nakedness’ was
symbolic of the spiritual light-being we and all things living are. ‘Clothed’ also meant the
temporary garments (imbalance) that the soul had adorned itself with in this lifetime and by
resurrecting/purifying the soul these garments could be discarded and spiritual gnosis
regained.
This was a good way of teaching people how to identify between truth and illusion in both
meditation and the journey of the afterlife because if one came across a clothed being, a
typical human, or a being in a robe or a gown, the being was part of the lie. But if one came
across a light or luminous being that did not resemble a human or animal in ‘clothes’, then
this being was – generally, see later - of the truth and from the spiritual light. Although even
in this Gnostic explanation all is not what it seems today and we will cover this later.
Dr Modi also found that many of the ‘souls’ she interacted with talked about being
connected, ‘…first to one of the Godheads and then to God with a silver cord. They claim
that through the silver cord, there is a constant communication between us, the Godhead, and

God. Through these silver cords our prayers are heard, and we also get guidance from them.’
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This is interesting, as a few years ago in a meditation I came across the typical archetypal
God, White Robe, beard the full works. This ‘god’ was standing above me and I couldn’t
seem to get any higher up this crevice on the mountain. Then I noticed what appeared to be a
rope hanging down from god and I thought ‘jolly good, the chap is trying to help me up’.
When I went to grab hold of this ‘rope’ I noticed that on the end was a plunger/suction type
device and numerous wriggly things were protruding out of this plunger. This plunger then
tried to attach to me as if it had a life of its own, which felt unnatural to me and so I resisted. I
could not tell whether it was trying to attach to my Assemblage Point or my Navel area, as I
didn’t remain still long enough to find out. I asked the Living Light of Creation for help and
two Light Beings came to my right hand side and guided me up and beyond this ‘god’ who
was trying to attach something to me. From that day onwards my meditations became much
clearer.
Here I would like to come to some of my meditations when I spent time in this Archoncontrolled astral reality. In one meditation I met ‘God’ on a mountain. In fact I met this astral
God a number of times on a mountain. I also met the Council of Twenty Four Elders on a
mountain, protected by the Centaurs, the Guardians of the Threshold, plus I met with many
other non-spiritual ‘beings’ on a mountain pretending to be spiritual too. It was only after I
escaped God and the mountain (the astral reality) that I was able to connect with the Light
within, or the Primordial Self, and become aware of my true spiritual potential and the true
potential inherent within every human being on earth. This is the greatest fear the Archons
have, humans becoming aware of their true selves, because when we do, we stop buying into
their false reality and we stop feeding them energy through belief, worship or even fear.
When we stop doing this, they no longer have a hold over us and we become free, our soul is
released from their grasp and begins to reflect the inner spiritual light we all are, rather than
their illusory false light of the lower vibratory astral realms.
Throughout history there have been quite a number of people who have met God or some
other divine or spiritual being on a mountain. Today it is very common in the new age and
some so-called spiritual practises as well as religion, ranging from masonry, the occult, the
cabbala, to religions too. Probably the most famous name in religion to come to most western
minds would be that of Moses. However, do we believe Moses actually physically met God
on a mountain? No, of course he didn’t! Moses met ‘God’ in his meditations, just like I did,
and then quite simply, because of his beliefs, began ‘channelling’ information from this astral
reality. That is of course if Moses actually existed in the physical sense of this story and is
not just another reworking of Egyptian myths and lore which we find enmeshed throughout
the Bible. (Aka the Egyptian Tothmose – reworked into the character Moses? Though
Thothmose would appear to have existed).
It is ironic that today Christians call new-agers devil worshippers because they channel
information from the astral reality, little realising that a large part of their belief is based upon
the same channelled information, from the same astral reality. We must remember that at this
time, the Priests and the Prophets of all religions were psychics and mediums, and they were
doing exactly the same as people in the New Age are doing today – channelling information
from the astral reality from some ‘being’ or other. That is why they were called the
spokespeople of God, or God’s messengers (angels). So in reality, Moses was one of the first
new-agers of the time.

So, what about this ‘mountain’, ‘God’ and all the other ‘spiritual beings’ we can meet and
experience? Well, from my own meditations and experiences – I’ll come to these in more
detail shortly - the ‘mountain’ is synonymous with ‘heaven’ and both are symbolic of the
Archons’ astral reality. In fact we still have a derivative of this meaning today in Buildings
Insurance policies under Ground Heave, where the ground rises up. Which is exactly how a
mountain is formed, hence heaven related to mountains in ancient times! This is exactly what
a character referred to as Jesus (whether real or mythical is irrelevant as somebody was
teaching this information) and the Gnostics taught. Armed with this understanding can we
now comprehend fully a couple of sayings attributed to the character called ‘Jesus’, which
seem to have confounded people for many a year?

Jesus? said, “If two make peace with each other in this one [single] house, they will
say to the mountain, ‘Move away,’ and it will move away.”5
Jesus? said, “When you make the two one, you will become the sons of man, and
when you say, ‘Mountain, move away,’ it will move away.”6

‘If two make peace with each other in this one house’ and ‘when you make the two one’, is a
clear reference to the resurrection of the soul, turning the soul inwards towards its baptism
with the inner Chrism (the spiritual light). ‘In this one house’ refers to the ‘physical body’
that houses both the soul and the spirit (light) – aka the two. Thus, when we make the soul the
perfect reflection of the spirit/light, we are thus making the two as one. When we do this,
make the two as one – i.e. connect with the Primordial Inner Self, the Spiritual Light within we can say to the mountain (Yaltabaoth’s astral reality and the whole of the astral-archon
illusion) MOVE, and the mountain (veil/deceit) will disappear from our consciousness and
impede our spiritual awareness no more.
However, these simple, yet profound teachings were not only taught by the Gnostics 2000
years ago, they were also taught well before this in Egypt too, and reference to the two
becoming one can be found in the Egyptian Book if the Dead.
Today, a mountain is still regarded as being an obstacle, something that stands in our way, or
needs to be overcome. We still have sayings like: ‘Do not make a mountain out of a
molehill.’ ‘I have a mountain to climb.’ On the reverse side of the coin, because the top of the
mountain is the peak, the Jade peak where the deity dwells, we also have sayings like they
have ‘achieved peak performance’, they (shares etc) ‘have peaked’, ‘the peak of
achievement’, and so forth. This symbolism also relates to the ‘all seeing eye’ at the peak, or
top of the mountain/pyramid too; the original Monotheistic religion of Arkenhaten, the Sun
God, known as Atenism.
Yet the word ‘heaven’ is not the only word people today hold a totally incorrect meaning of.
Thousands of years ago we used to deify or Kings and Monarchs (Pharaohs/Emperors et al)
and refer to these ‘rulers’ as God, and any son of the King had a legal entitlement to refer to
himself as the Son of God. Also the messengers of the King were called angels because angel
merely means messenger. So we can equate ancient angels with our modern-day postal

workers, nothing more and nothing less. In understanding this we can place more accuracy
and make far more sense of such sayings as ‘…God sent his Angels down from Heaven to
have intercourse with the women of men…’. When we likewise understand that in ancient
times our writers referred to the Soul in the feminine and the Spirit (Light) in the masculine
to hide mystical teachings, we can make more sense of the use of the term ‘Father’ in ancient
texts.
However, let’s come to another aspect of the inner journey. When I was reading Modi’s
second book ‘Memories of God and Creation’, I was reading about all these ‘gifts’ given to
these lost souls before they were ‘reincarnated’ – sent down from the Archon’s Heavens. This
jogged my memory because whilst in this astral reality I too was given many gifts ranging
from Crowns, jewels, swords, crystals, potions, scarves, necklaces, rods of light, orbs and a
whole lot more too. I decided to go back and read some of my meditations and experiences
and check out these ‘gifts’. I was amazed by what I found. In Modi’s second book
reincarnated souls describe ‘God’s Heaven’ in a pictorial form. There are two drawings, one
like a flower – with God in the Centre known as the Core of God, surrounded by twelve
Godheads (twelve rose petals, symbolic of the signs of the Zodiac, see later). This is known
by lost souls as the Global or Circular Model of God. The second drawing known as the
Pyramidal Model of God is as follows: Compare this with what I was shown while I was in
God’s astral reality at the beginning of August 1999 which I have scanned from my
meditation diary:

Now this is exactly how the reincarnated souls from God’s Heaven describe how they see, or
understand Heaven to be - God’s so-called spiritual afterlife. This is also exactly how I was
shown, symbolically, how Yaltabaoth’s (Ialdaboath) astral illusion worked to manipulate
human consciousness. It is interesting to know what I was shown whilst observing this reality
and so I share here with the reader exactly what happened next.
The circle on the top of the pyramid turned into a huge radar dish, slowly turning
continuously in a 360-degree circle. As this radar dish was circling, it kept changing
direction, as if covering every possible angle of projection or trajectory, whilst frequently
descending into the ‘water’ surrounding it, creating ripples in the water. As I was well aware
that water was consciousness in this physical reality, I knew from what I was being shown
that ‘this reality’ I had been/was experiencing, was actually controlling human consciousness
and human belief systems by ‘broadcasting’ information into our human psyche. At the time,
little did I realise to what extent this was happening, and had been for thousands of years.

After witnessing the above I found myself sat with two ‘beings’. One drew something in the
earth below me. It was a Dove on top of nine lines with each line below the Dove being
longer than the one above it and the final line, the ninth, being much longer in perspective to
the symmetry of all the others. This ‘symbolic’ drawing then manifested itself into a physical
3D appearance with the Dove sitting on top of a pyramid of steps. The dove changed into a
walrus (or large seal) and slid down the steps of the pyramid (previously the lines) and said
its name was Suspixioux, or something sounding like that. This ‘being’ then gave me one of
its whiskers’, which then turned into a Rod of Light, a Magic Wand.
This is interesting because in the Spiritual Teachings of the Qabala it is taught that ‘We have
constantly to restore the connection between that which is below and that which is above,
between the higher and the lower worlds, and this is what a magic wand does: a magic wand
is a rod that links the two worlds…The function of a magic wand is to connect the two worlds
so that the current can flow freely between them. The central powerhouse in the world above
produces an abundant supply of current, but if we want our lights to burn on earth, they have
to be connected to that powerhouse. And a magic wand is the connecting link. When a magus
possesses this wand in himself, therefore, in his head and his heart, in his soul and in his
spirit, and when, in addition, he holds the material representation of this connection in his
hand, in the form of a physical wand, he has the power to trigger a flow of energy from the
divine world to the physical world.’10
‘A magic wand, therefore, is a connecting rod which brings the two poles of heaven and
earth, the inner, psychic world and the outer, physical world, into contact, in order to give
physical expression, concrete existence, to an idea, a thought, a mental image.’ 10
So we see that what I was given here by this strange being in this psychic God’s heaven was
a tool to help this archon-astral reality communicate its false teachings, thoughts, ideas and
mental images to me. For one reason and one reason only, to control and influence my
thoughts and beliefs, and therefore, control and influence me. Fortunately the previous day I
had been given a crystal orb and once this was attached to the wand, balance was restored and
I was not affected. (This is the balance of the two opposing extremes of imbalance: the ‘rod’
being a straight line is the male linear energy and the ‘orb’ is the female energy; the two
together creating perfect balance).
This is only one brief example of many experiences I could offer whilst I was in this astral
reality – God’s so-called heaven and many other so-called illusory spiritual realities - that
details exactly how this false spiritual reality offers us gifts, such as books, rings, crowns, all
kinds of other jewellery, swords, shields, crystals, drinks and potions, cloaks/robes, scrolls
and so forth, in order to appeal to our ego and emotional body. Just so this reality and its false
spiritual beings can feed us unbalanced information and strengthen their communication with
our conscious and subconscious minds, and thus allow them to gain more control over us.
In many spiritual and Cabbalistic teachings the emphasis of learning is placed upon the Tree
Of Life and the disciples’ connection with God’s (or other so-called spiritual beings’) reality,
“But, if it is to express the fullness of divine life, the tenth Sephirah must be joined to the
Tree. This is why, every day, and at frequent intervals during the day, a disciple renews his
contact with Heaven so that the currents may circulate and flow through him and, one day, he
may recapture his divine countenance.”11 We can see that once again we are constantly taught
to connect with and receive ‘spiritual guidance’ from this external ego-created reality, thus

strengthening our connection and therefore the amount of information received from this
reality. As a consequence, our consciousness, thoughts, beliefs and actions are likewise
programmed and changed to fit the astral lords’ reality and version of spiritual events.
I’d like to cover a little more on the robes and cloaks that were offered to me while in this
astral reality. Some people may recall from researching Gnosticism that many of the ‘clothed’
beings wore robes, or cloaks, and this was symbolic of thought-forms and lost souls, i.e. nonlight beings. I was offered a robe/cloak to wear on a number of occasions. Each time I was
offered a cloak it was grey and dowdy, lacking in spiritual energy, and was wholly
imbalanced. Every time I mentioned this to the ‘being’ who offered it to me, their reaction
was one of surprise, then they all told me it could be any colour I wanted it to be. I naturally
declined their offer to wear the cloak, as I didn’t want this negative imbalanced energy
anywhere near me.
The reason I am mentioning this is because I was reading recently some promotional material
for an upcoming ‘Healing weekend’. During this weekend there were a number of
seminars/workshops available on a variety of subjects/modalities, and included in this
weekend workshop were a couple of guided meditations where the participant would be taken
to meet Archangel Raphael and receive their own unique healing cloak and discover its
colour.
These ‘cloaks’ offered by the astral beings (angels) are of such a low energy value that by
wearing them we are immediately covering up our inner spiritual light and making it much
easier for these astral thought-forms and lost souls to attach to us and feed us information
from their astral reality. There are thousands of people throughout the world teaching about
angels and ascension, holding workshops, engaging in meditations to connect with these
astral beings believing them to be divine or spiritual, and impressing upon people that by
using the energies of the angels and ascended masters et al, they can free themselves from all
kinds of things, like karma and past life suffering and so forth. Sorry, but from my
experiences none of these practices actually work on a spiritual level and will only help to
connect people with the archon’s astral reality - period.
Of course, some people may well say that they feel better, or feel as though they have had a
release and many other things. Some of the more objective people who are still pretty much
in control of their own consciousness, however, do realise that something is not right. Though
for others, those who really do believe in this kind of thing, faith is a very powerful and
hypnotic drug. We must remember that hypnotised people can eat a raw onion believing it is
a sweet apple and even swear that it tastes sweet, and truly believe it. Yet the reality is not as
they believe it to be at all, only how they have been programmed to perceive it is. This is how
we become programmed by the Archons and their flock of attachments; our perception of
what truly is, is altered, just as it is in a hypnotised person.
On other occasions while I was in this astral reality, I was offered ‘scrolls’ a number of times.
One I was supposed to put in my belt and carry around with me. Another I was asked to
digest, while another I was told to read. This is interesting, especially as Ezekiel, in his
mystical experience of meeting God face to face, described the following, ‘God gave Ezekiel
a scroll…and said, “Son of Man, eat what is before you, eat this scroll.” Ezekiel did,
commenting that the scroll tasted “sweet as honey” while in his mouth, but after he had
swallowed it, he was filled with bitterness and his “spirit” was angered.’12

‘A similar event is described in Revelation 10, when Saint John also “saw God”, and he also
was given a scroll to eat, being told as well that it would be as sweet as honey in his mouth
but would turn his stomach sour, which, as John reported, proved again to be the case. And
only after he ate his scroll, was John, like Ezekiel, allowed to prophesy.’ 12
All this meant is that this astral reality, using thought-forms that people believe in through
religious and spiritual teaching, pass on information into our psyche/consciousness/soul. In
effect the Archons infiltrate our energy fields and leave packets (embryos) of unbalanced
information (energy/consciousness) which affect our own consciousness and beliefs, which
also help to create, or strengthen, a connection with this astral reality so we can be fed –
channel/dream – even more information from this false spiritual reality. I will cover how
gurus and masters do the same with their followers later on.
Yet I digress again. Maybe we should perhaps look at some more so-called spiritual teachings
at this point to help clarify a few points. The following is taken from the spiritual teachings of
Omram Mikhael Aivanhov:

‘There are even some inhabitants of the psychic world who have been created by
humans. Some of these well known characters of literature, for instance, or even
saints who never actually existed, have become so famous and have been so vividly
present in the minds of men that they have acquired, not physical, but fluidic reality.
And this is how an egregor comes into existence.
‘An egregor is a psychic collective entity formed by the thoughts, wishes and fluidic
emanations of all the individual members of a collectivity, a nation or a religion, for
instance. The thoughts and desires of so many human beings working together
towards the same goal form an egregor which is shaped, impregnated and nourished
by that collectivity. We in the Universal White Brotherhood, have our own egregor,
just as all religions and spiritual movements – and even political movements – have
theirs. Sometimes these egregors combat each other on high, each one wanting to be
the strongest, and each one helps the community that has brought it into being, for it is
a reservoir of tremendous forces. Each has its own symbolic form which is often that
of an animal: bear, tiger, cock, eagle, dove, and so on. But the really vital thing to
understand is how to form a powerful egregor capable of working in every region of
the world and of helping and enlightening human beings. You must also be careful,
though, for if you betray the ideal that an egregor represents it can punish you and
reduce you to dust.’13

This tells us many things. Firstly, these so-called spiritual teachers realise that thought forms
exist and know exactly how they are formed and kept alive by the energy from people’s
beliefs and their worshipping of them. Therefore, they know that these egregors are merely a
product, or creation, of the mind/intellect/ego, and logically, as such, cannot have anything to
do with spirituality. Yet they believe completely the opposite, that their egregor (thought
form) is benevolent and must be obeyed at all times. This is simply because that is what they
have been taught (programmed) to believe, and so this ‘teaching/programming’ is also passed
onto their flock, and so the disease in consciousness continues to exist and spread, just like a
tumour in the human body grows. Simply because we have been programmed, trained at

least, to obey what these egregors say. This is EXACTLY how the archons control humanity
today, and have so for thousands of years.
We can see here that the Master/Guru or the initiate/follower is programmed to obey ‘their’
egregor at all times for fear of being punished. Therefore, these masters /gurus and adepts
NEVER go beyond the astral reality. They never get off the mountain because when they
reach their egregor, they believe that that is as far as they can go. Then the
consciousness/minds of all these people become programmed with more and more Archoninduced propaganda from their astral reality that only serves to promote an increased belief in
their reality. This is why today so-called spiritual teachers DO NOT teach about this middle
place or the Archons’ astral reality. They firmly believe that this reality IS the real spirit
world. These masters et al, have no idea of the real spirit world because they have never
touched on that inner Oneness, the Primordial and Spiritual Self. They are merely teaching
what they have been programmed to believe in and programmed to teach, and by never going
beyond their own thought-form egregor and by being fed illusory concepts from these
thought forms, they merely end up experiencing further illusory concepts and illusory beings
from this astral reality, thus strengthening the belief that it is all true.
In one of my meditations I met an ‘Egregor’ represented by a Dove, which then attempted to
create a communication link between me and this astral reality through the ‘Rod of Light’. It
was exactly the same with the offer of the ‘cloak/robe’ and the scrolls we covered earlier. Not
to mention all of the other ‘gifts’ I was offered or presented with to appeal to my ego and
self-importance in an attempt to make me feel important, or superior in some way; in other
words entice me into their reality hook line and sinker.
This is when I realised that if I hadn’t binned all my beliefs and preconceptions about life and
spirituality, I would have been in trouble. For example: If I had had a belief in God, then as
soon as I had met God on this mountain then I would have gone no further. I would have
been ‘hooked’ and would have begun to ‘channel’ information from ‘God’ and probably
written many books about my ‘divine’ encounter, sharing the ‘messages’ I had received from
God on how we should behave, what we should believe in etc.
Likewise, if I had had any belief in the cabala or spiritual teachings, then when I came across
the 24 Council of Elders (the Thrones), or Metatron, or any of the other ‘spiritual beings’, Ra,
Thoth, Rameses and so forth, I would have stopped and gone no further, believing that I had
reached my/the ultimate goal in spiritual life. This is how our belief systems deliberately
hinder us spiritually!
In other words, my ‘belief,’ of whatever nature and founding, would have kept me locked
into this false reality of the Archons and I would have ended up becoming stuck on the astral
mountain channelling their false information. In a sense, I could have ‘Guru-ed’ for England
for the rest of my life in the ‘Channelled Information’ stakes, without much opposition. I
could also have made a fortune talking about my meditations, the ‘beings’ I met, the gifts I
was given, how important I was in the scheme of things, how we needed to improve the
planet and humans, my Divine encounters with God, and so on. However, I would not have
become any more spiritual. In fact, the complete opposite would have occurred as I became
more enmeshed in this false astral reality of thought forms and lost souls. My soul would
have become lost to the Archons because of my ‘beliefs’, and I would have ended up living
and believing in a false reality that became more and more real/fluidic and ‘magical’ as time
went on. As my communication with this astral reality strengthened, so my belief in this

reality being a truly spiritual reality would also have grown, just like it has for billions of
other people. I would then, just like a tumour does to surrounding healthy cells, have gone
out and converted other people (healthy cells) into my diseased beliefs. This is how the
disease in consciousness spreads around the world and society and why social standards and
behaviour continues to decline. We can witness this happening all around us in the world
today. The Archons are no more than a huge Tumour, a Cancer in consciousness! And we all
know what Cancer will do if it is not healed and brought back into a balanced state of health
– it will kill the host that gave it life.
Fortunately, for me, I had no beliefs and I was constantly asking the Light for help, so I
managed to escape from this astral illusion and reach the real spirit world – the Light which
animates ALL things; Oneness or Isness. From this connection with the Living Light I was
then able to see through this Archon-induced veil of false beliefs that had been imposed upon
the human psyche for thousands of years and I began to recognise where and how these
beliefs manifested in this physical reality. This is when I began to write a series of articles
sharing my experiences, referenced and resourced wherever possible. Here I would like to
mention something that at the time of my meditations I was not aware of. Throughout my
meditations and search for truth I constantly asked the Spiritual Light that animates living
things to help me. I’m pleased I did this because what generally happened after I had
experienced the imbalanced male ego-consciousness of this astral realm, was that in the very
next meditation I would experience the female energy, which being the opposite, naturally
helped to keep me reasonably balanced throughout this period of discovery. I put this
phenomenon down to constantly asking the Spiritual Light that I am and that animates all
living things to guide me and show me what I needed to see and experience at that moment in
time.
The reader may remember from earlier that in Modi’s second book, the reincarnated (lost)
souls, when communicated with through regressive hypnotherapy, symbolically described
God’s Heaven in exactly the same way as this reality was explained and shown to me when I
visited it many times through meditation. However, the reality I was experiencing and that
being described to me was the Archons’ astral reality, not a spiritual God’s Heaven, but the
psychic God’s heaven of Yaltabaoth/Jehovah/Yahweh. I was being shown exactly how this
reality was manipulating human consciousness and had been for thousands of year. This may
be a good time to look at some of the inconsistencies and illogical ideas presented in these
books by God’s so-called reincarnated souls. This ‘reality’ is also known as the Mythos
Heavens, the Seven Heavens of FAITH!
Let us go back to the accounts of the lost souls for a clue to what may be going on here.
Whilst in God’s Heaven some of the lost souls give accounts such as the following: “I see
leaders of different countries coming to Heaven to learn how to do their job better. There is a
section dealing with how governments and organizations function. There are two aspects to
the teaching. One explains how things work in Heaven...the other teaches how they work on
earth with the elements of ego, arrogance, and pride, and there are ways for them to function
properly. There are hundreds of such buildings. There are areas here dealing with pure
learning, where classes are held and people are taught. I am looking at the souls that are in
these heavenly buildings now, but that are also incarnated on earth; I see their connecting
cords going down from their spirit body here in Heaven to their physical body on Earth.
Some of them are awake in their physical body, but quite a lot of them are asleep. It seems
that in sleep these people come here for learning and even those who are awake send a part of

their consciousness here…and there are specialized beings associated with each building. It is
like an office, but the beings do not stay in the same ‘office’ all of the time. They move on as
they learn, and go to higher functions. Some of these are angels and some are different levels
of masters. There are similar buildings for other worlds and planets in their sections of
Heaven. I see library exchanges between Heavens for different planets. There are different
centres of learning, and the masters and humans from here go to the Heavens of other planets,
to their learning centres.”19
So the question we may feel like asking is this: What are our world leaders doing in God’s
Heaven when many of them believe in Freemasonry/Occult and many of them (secretly) have
a complete disregard for religion and God?
I would like to explain another of my experiences while in this astral reality before I attempt
to answer this question fully.
The reader must appreciate the following description is a symbolic tale, and white and black
refers purely to the purity of the soul or the darkness of the soul, and not to skin colour. In
one very revealing meditation I was watching a huge carousel spinning round with souls
trapped on it. I know this because I saw my father on this carousel and he had died a couple
of years earlier, so I knew it referred to souls that had passed away. As the carousel kept on
spinning round, the white souls gradually became darker and darker in energy and
appearance. Every so often, the carousel would stop and a completely black soul would
descend back to earth. After watching this procedure for a while I was gradually moved
backwards and I began to see more of what was happening. On top of the carousel was a very
old gnarled left hand that seemed to be manipulating or controlling it. As I moved further
away my gaze followed this hand upwards and I saw the left hand and arm belonged to, or
what reminded me of, a very old witch/wizard, dressed completely in black with pyramidal
shaped hat, and this ‘being’ was devoid of any light.
My gaze transferred to the right arm of this being and as I followed the right arm down, I
noticed that the right hand was manipulating and controlling another carousel, an exact
replica of the one controlled by the left hand. This carousel was also full of departed [lost]
souls and it too was spinning round and the souls were becoming darker each time. Once
again I watched as the carousel stopped and a completely black soul descended back to earth.
The dark being was laughing as it controlled both these realities.
I realised at this stage that there were two realities or major beliefs that could capture our soul
when occupying the physical body – basically religious beliefs, and non-religious beliefs
such as occultism, freemasonry, theosophy, new age etc - and also two ‘realities’ that could
ensnare the departed soul when it left the physical body – your typical Heaven and Hell. At
the time I did not know how encompassing this control was, or as widespread these two
apparent separate beliefs were, or indeed, how deeply they were ALL connected when you
broke them down to the very Core. All I knew was they were created and controlled by one
Archon in the astral reality – the Chief Archon - and both sets of beliefs actually led back to
the one same place. It was only after doing research into this whole area that I began to
comprehend the profound implications this had upon human spirituality and how we had
been, and are continuing to be, controlled by this one same astral thought form – Yaldabaoth,
the Chief Archon. This is why I have constantly stated my understanding is that 99% of our
belief systems have been, at least today, deliberately created for us.

If I am right then we should be able to find some proof that our belief systems have been
altered over time and rewritten to suite the Archons’ agenda. We should also be able to
establish whether the Cabbalistic Tree of Life is indeed the Archons’ Tree of Life, as I
contend it is, and has indeed been created by the intellect and ego of our ancestral humans.
Also, we should be able to prove that this so-called Spiritual Hierarchy we find described in
many spiritual belief systems was, and is, not responsible for Creation at all, as it would like
us to believe it is – that it was, and is, created and fed by our own human beliefs. We should
also be able to find more proof that this Spiritual Hierarchy is also exactly the same as
reincarnated souls’ describe God’s Heaven, which we have already identified as being no
more than the Astral Heavens controlled by the astral lord, the psychic God of our own
creation. We should also be able to find many commonalities amongst these supposedly
diverse belief systems to show that they are in fact all founded upon the one same premise,
the astral reality. I will now offer some proof and examples of why I believe this is so.
However, with the amount of information I have on this subject alone, it could be a book in
its own right, so I have kept the information brief and concise, yet as informative and as
expansive as possible. The following is quite lengthy and may seem to stray away from the
subject matter, so I ask the reader to stay with the information and to note the similarities and
connections amongst all of these various, yet major, belief systems.
“I went to a psychic fair because a person activated the 22 strands of DNA as a profession.
That day I received my DNA Activation…Since I had that done on 8-2-03, I have had things
come in multitudes but only at levels that I can handle, and I have even asked for more to
come in and received what I had asked for an hour later. But I can see my guides now when I
ask for protection to where I couldn't see them at all unless in meditation or unless some were
really strong when coming in at first. I could however see other people's guides and angels at
times. I can now "hear" better, as well channel my energy better when I do reiki for helping
others.”30
We can witness how this activation connects us with the external ego-consciousness reality of
the Archons’ heaven. The reader now have gathered what these so-called spirit guides are, in
that they are basically lost soul and thought-form entity attachments sent down from the
Archon-controlled astral heavens we believe to be spiritual today. We can witness from the
personal account given above that indeed, the DNA activation seems to enable external
entities to come through into the psyche/soul/consciousness of this individual and
communicate their Archon-astral information and beliefs into the conscious mind of their
host.
Another web site, ASCEND, “has received information about the 22 strands of DNA through
encoded images and channelled information presented by Bernadette Whyte - Rai as
assistance to all HALO angels. The images have been channelled from The Library of Light
on Sirius for the healing of Earth and her humanity…We ask all HALO angels to work with
these encoded images. Each image is a code of one of the initial 22 strands of etheric DNA
that feeds our cells light and love…To accompany the 22 codes of the 22 strands of DNA,
there are 4 other encoded images also. These 4 are, the Flower of Life symbol that will assist
all HALO angels in their connection to the HALO grid, the code for the Galactic Heart (from
Qala ) which activates the 22 strands of DNA, and two codes (from Kalina Raphael Rose)
that allow all to heal traumas of birth and creation through the embrace of the Mutant Strand
of DNA…”31

We can witness here that the Hebrew alphabet of twenty-two letters is important in Biblical
teachings, the New Age, Qabala, Initiatic and Mystery School teachings.
On the Halo-Ascend web site we have reference to the Flower of Life, a teaching by
Drunvalo Melchizedek, which is also based upon the Cabbalistic Tree of Life and its Ten
Sephiroth. Within these teachings we have the Merkaba meditations and the study of the
Platonic Solids. These teachings are based upon Masonic and Kabbalistic symbolism and socalled sacred geometry, the intellectual study of the physical manifestation of creation, such
as Metatron’s Cube - Metatron being the Chief Archangel of the Kether (Crown) Sephiroth in
the Tree of Life. Drunvalo is also a member of the Great White Brotherhood. Much of
Drunvalo’s information comes from channelling, Thoth in particular. Aleister Crowley also
channelled information from Thoth as we’ll discover shortly. As a matter of interest, Aleister
Crowley joined the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn as Frater Perdurabo on November
18th, 1898.
Where the story of Melchizedek becomes really interesting is when we examine the book,
‘Nothing in This Book Is True, But It’s Exactly How Things Are’, by Bob Frissell, which is
about the work and teachings of Drunvalo Melchizedek. From pages 57-61 we have the
following: “Just who is Drunvalo Melchizedek? Let me begin by telling you about
Drunvalo’s great-great-grandfather, Machiavanda Melchizedek. Machiavinda was the person
assigned from the Galactic Centre to be with us. He has been with us from the very moment
we were created…Machiavinda was from the Great White Brotherhood.” We have yet
another reference to the ‘Brotherhood’. We then have a brief overview of the Great White
Brotherhood being in constant conflict with the Great Dark Brotherhood [good vs evil and
God vs the Devil religious scenario updated once again] and then the story continues, “Due to
amazing events which happened in 1972…, the Great Dark Brotherhood…enlisted four
additional members from the star systems of Orion, while the Great White Brotherhood sent
four of their own in response to this. Drunvalo was one of the four. He was chosen because of
his longstanding experience in the Melchizedek Order in the thirteenth dimensional realm. He
had been there almost from the beginning, or about 10 billion Earth years…Drunvalo came as
what is called a ‘walk-in.’ Another person occupied his body until Drunvalo was ready to use
it.”
The reader may be aware of the ‘walk-ins’ and ‘crawl-ins’ which are prevalent with some of
our extra-terrestrial Reiki people. Here I feel another parasitic lost soul is at work as this is
almost identical to the ‘melding’ of the reincarnated (lost) souls into their chosen-for-them
human host that we found in regressive hypnotherapy, again waiting for the right moment –
and sometimes many years – to complete their ‘meld’. This is also reminiscent of the attached
‘lost (reincarnated) souls’ changing in people as a new one ‘walks in’ that is even more
imbalanced - in that it has been conditioned into the beliefs of the Archons to a greater degree
- and an old one ‘walks out’. I have covered this ‘changing’ of entity attachments in other
articles which is perceived incorrectly by many people today to be a changing of a person’s
‘Spirit Guides’, supposedly as the person ‘evolves’ spiritually. However, it is a changing in
darkness of the entity attachments as the person’s Soul becomes more and more polluted,
therefore attracting more polluted entities to them. This is the Law of Attraction where
consciousness attracts like for like.

In another account taken from www.selfempowermentacademy.com.au , we find in an
excerpt from Inspirations – Volume 3, “What I have found since discovering the Order of the
Brotherhood of Light, is that I have been assigned various Masters for my tutelage and
reawakening. I also regularly attend classes on the etheric realms, usually while the body
sleeps and often in meditations.” We can see here that in new age ET based beliefs we have
the same connection and correlation to a ‘spiritual reality’ for ‘further education’ that we
have found in the accounts of the ‘reincarnated (lost) souls’ of God’s Heaven, and within the
teachings of the Cabbala and Initiatic Sciences, whereby the ‘soul/consciousness’ travels to a
so-called spiritual realm in sleep, or in meditations, for more training and conditioning to help
bring the Will of God, or the Plan of the Hierarchy here upon Earth.

We know that the Archon’s reincarnated souls travel through the silver cord from the crown
chakra of their human hosts to the astral Heaven for training even while they are asleep. The
crown chakra is also the entry point for the reincarnated lost soul when it attempts to ‘meld’
with its new ‘host’. “From Heaven we go down through a tunnel (our connecting cord). Dr
Modi: What part of the body do you enter through? Patient: The head.”74 It is through the
crown chakra that thought forms and lost souls also enter, and this is the preferred route to
enter the pregnant mother so the lost soul can make a direct connection with the foetus of the
yet unborn child that has been chosen for them to possess. “My mother is five months
pregnant. I had already sent a ‘piece’ of my soul to the fetus. I see a connecting cord going
from me to the fetus. As I am getting ready to go down, I feel anxious. I do not want to go to
another life, But I have to…I go down to the Earth through my connecting cord and enter the
fetus directly. I am kind of pushed down into the womb.”75
The reader may be wondering just how these lost souls manage to enter humans so easily
through the crown chakra and seemingly at will. The reasons for this we will look at in more
detail later, but in short it is due to our beliefs, prayers, invocations, ceremonies and rituals
that open up this crown chakra and allow them easy access into our energy fields.
Maybe we can now understand why the Crown chakra is so important to the Astral Lords of
God’s Heaven, the so-called Spiritual Hierarchy (Brotherhood). That is,
the Archons’ astral reality of thought forms and lost souls. It is the only
sure-fire way they can enter into our energy fields and unload their
programmed entities to pollute our soul/consciousness to try and change
our belief systems to point the living human soul towards their reality. It
is important to understand that this psychic God needs the energy from
our beliefs to keep it alive and in power. However, we now know that
the crown chakra is not the seat of higher consciousness and the most
spiritual chakra as we have been led to believe throughout our belief
systems. We now know that this is a ploy by the astral lords to dupe humans into opening up
this chakra (and others) to allow lost souls and entities from the astral reality to pollute our
human soul/consciousness. This is why I was shown how important this crown chakra is to
the Archons and their false spiritual reality. The Crown chakra is the Archons’ preferred
method of attaching lost souls and thought forms to our energy fields in the guise of being
spirit guides and/or guardian angels here to help us. This understanding also explains why
people who meditate often receive - as one of the many gifts that are offered to them from
this astral reality in meditation and/or even sleep - a Crown to wear on their head to help the
astral beings communicate with us.

On the 26th July 1999, in one of my meditations whilst in this
(astral) reality I met a being called Rameses, and this being gave
me a Crown to put on my head. If we look at my drawing from
my meditation diary we find that the Crown I was given is also
symbolic of the Sun. This reality most people believe to be
divine or spiritual is just an astral reflection of our many
incorrect beliefs and spiritual mistakes due to the ego-intellectual
conceptualisation of reality, a reality made up of thought forms (egregors) of our own
creation through our beliefs, and souls that have got lost on the way home due to their human
belief that this reality was either divine or spiritual in nature.
Allow me to repeat what I have constantly stated in many articles: The main spiritual chakra
in a living human being is the HEART CHAKRA and because this chakra houses the
Assemblage Point (A.P.) it is important to keep this chakra flowing correctly from in to out
and also clear from any external connections. Otherwise, when this important energy point is
blocked or reversed like it is through many teachings and practises, the ensuing loss of
purifying energy surrounding the body makes it easier for attachments to then come through
the Crown Chakra.
Our energy field is like our skin. It is there to protect us from external threats.
We can liken our energy field to our skin. The skin is there to protect us from external
pathogens and when the skin becomes wounded or penetrated in anyway, there is always a
danger of an infection setting in and causing us problems. It is exactly the same with our
energy fields. Our energy field is there to protect us as it helps to filter out imbalanced
frequencies/energies/vibrations before they can become residual and cause us any potential
problems. Yet in almost all of our belief systems and healing modalities we are encouraged to
open up our energy field, the Archons’ favoured crown chakra in particular and openly invite
into, or bring into our energy field some form of supernatural being or higher vibrational
energy/ray. This is not a wise or sensible thing to do at all! We will expand upon the ‘why
this is’ a little later on. Hopefully the reader may now appreciate more so why we should
never open up, or allow anybody else to open up our energy fields or chakras, especially the
crown chakra. This is the astral lords’ main entry route into our soul/consciousness and the
main way in which they are able to control human beings and human belief systems through
their attachments.
In effect, using the analogy of the skin we can say, symbolically, that to the Archons and their
astral beings, an open crown chakra is like an open wound on the top of the head, an
invitation to allow infections to set in. The analogy here is that the crown chakra, like the
wound, should be cleansed and symbolically ‘closed’ to avoid the possibility of any astral
lost reincarnated soul or thought-form from entering our energy field and infecting us and
causing us harm.
First we need to understand how these attachments work. The thought forms and lost souls
work the same as Trojan Horses and Viruses do that we sometimes get on our computer when
we instruct the computer to look externally for information. As soon as we connect our
computer to an external source like the Internet, or allow things to enter the computer, such as
through downloading e-mails, music, and other files, the computer becomes open to attack
from external sources. It is exactly the same with the human body. When we look externally
for the answers and/or open up our chakras and energy fields, this leaves us vulnerable to

external influences from the astral reality entering our open and thus weakened energy field,
whereby these attachments can unload their programmed information just like the virus and
the trojan horse does on a computer. We know that these reincarnated lost souls have been
heavily programmed before being sent down. What is also disturbing is that they have all
been programmed to believe that they will suffer some form of illness to help with their
karma (because they have NOT been cleansed by God’s False ‘Light’ as we have discovered)
and they have all been programmed with the manner in which they will die too. Sometimes a
few choices of death are offered, but all appear to be due to illness or violence. This
‘programming’ of the lost souls affects the human host just like a computer virus affects the
running and function of the infected computer.
So why is it that to many people this astral reality appears to be benign, spiritual, divine and
often beautiful? It is very simple. Firstly, if the human host has become infected by a lost soul
then the human host will only ‘see’ what the lost soul has been programmed to see. Also
when people first begin to meditate they will see this reality as a kind of grey misty dark
reality and beings will generally in the beginning be grey or black and lifeless. This reality
appears like a dank dark reality and not too pleasant. However, if we keep on accepting these
gifts of crowns, jewels, swords and so forth, this helps this astral reality to communicate
better with us until such time as our energy field is sufficiently weakened to allow an entity to
come through. As this astral reality begins to control/influence our soul/consciousness more
this diseased ‘reality’ becomes more fluidic, more colourful and more expansive as time goes
by as we begin to ‘see’ this reality through the eyes of the attached programmed lost soul,
rather than from our own clearer perspective.
Allow me to use the analogy of the computer again to describe what happens here. If I send
somebody a JPEG photograph and they do not have a programme for opening up picture
files, then it may open up in notepad or WordPad but will look like gobbledegook. However,
if I placed a programme on their computer that opened up picture files then they would see
the picture exactly how I wanted them to see it. It is the same with all these gifts we are given
from this reality. These ‘gifts’, which become attachments to our energy field, actually help
the astral lords to gradually programme our soul/consciousness over time to see their reality
exactly how they want us to see it! This is why people’s meditations seem to improve over
time and become more colourful, beautiful and meaningful in many ways. This leads the
individual to then believe that they are evolving and growing spiritually when the opposite is
actually happening – they are devolving away from spirituality into the astral illusion of life –
the false light of the illusion we covered in earlier. We know that the human host can take on
board the personality, likes and dislikes as well as the ‘feeling’ of illness and disease of their
lost soul attachment/s, just like the recipient of the donated organ can be likewise affected by
the personality etc., of the dead donor; because it is all do with consciousness.
On another occasion, having serious doubts about the master we were involved with at the
time, I decided to ‘watch’ what was going on instead of actually taking part in the group
meditations. What I saw shocked me. Apart from the guru’s deliberate attempt to control the
energy fields of the people involved who could not see what was happening on an energy
level and therefore, were placing their trust in this spiritual master, the master was creating
thought forms that were then attaching to people through the connection made in the group
meditation. After the meditation had finished, some people would complain of having an
‘attachment’ or something stuck to them. The guru would then help to remove this
attachment leaving the person feeling much better of course. The cut to the chase: the guru
would then persuade the person or persons selected or so-afflicted that they needed constant

distant healing for a number of months to keep these attachments away from them; at a cost
of course - £25.00 per distant healing. As this was in 1999, then that could well equate to
around £50.00+ today for the guru doing nothing, other than feeding off the fear of the people
involved, then using their permission, and therefore their acceptance, to do a distant healing
whereby even more imbalanced energies could be transmitted from the astral reality through
the astral-controlled guru to whomever the Archons decided needed them. The fear created
here and the reliance on the guru by the individual to help them could of course lead the
individual to develop an even greater dependence on the guru through fear for their survival
and spiritual ‘awareness’.
Let us now come to people who see spirit guides and those who believe that they can tell us
what spirit guides we have here today to help us in our quest for divinity. One of the first
things you may notice with these kind of people is that their head will generally tilt
backwards slightly (though some bend forwards with their forehead facing you), their eyes
will also generally roll upwards, again slightly, and their eyelids will often flicker as they
make this connection with the astral realms above them through their attachment’s
connecting Silver Cord. Then they may tell us who our spirit guides are and possibly even
why we need them. These actions are in my opinion a sure sign of the attachments in this
person’s energy field relaying this information to the individual concerned directly from their
astral connection to God’s Heaven and the Spiritual Hierarchy. As we know spirit guides are
not spiritual at all and are just programmed lost souls from the astral realms.
I could have shared many more meditations, personal experiences and research with you, but
it would all have been along the same lines as that I have chosen to share. However, there are
two more meditations I would like to share because one is of a most positive nature and
shows just how simple it is for all of us to deal with this astral threat to our spirituality; the
other likewise important for obvious reasons later.
‘I was on the Earth then slowly I was drawn upwards and away from the Earth until I could
see that all of the Earth’s beauty and its wonderfully blue oceans were surrounded by
blackness – the veil, shadow, astral, or whatever people would like to call it. As I started to
feel a deep sadness about this I noticed that sparks of light were firing off somewhere on the
Earth. These sparks then fired up through and beyond the surrounding blackness, falling back
down onto the blackness like a firework exploding overhead and falling back to earth. I
noticed that more and more sparks of light were igniting on Earth and more light broke
through the darkness and began to fall back upon it, breaking it up and dissolving it in the
process. I then saw this process increase and increase until the blackness was almost totally
cleansed and the beautifulness of the Earth began to reappear in clear sight.’
To me this is very symbolic of people – we humans – beginning to look within to the spiritual
light that animates all living things and then beginning to literally shine brightly with the light
of Creation, as we should be doing, instead of the false light of the illusion. This is the
resurrection of the soul, the turning of the soul/consciousness inwards towards its
baptism with the Chrism, the Inner Spiritual Light of Creation. This is all it takes to
dissolve the astral reality and help to free all those lost souls from their purgatory,
brainwashing and endless parasitic ‘lives’ spent in servitude to the astral lords, elder lost
souls and their multitude of thought forms.

I believe that this information should be a wake-up call for all human beings, for if we are to
prevent the astral lords’ spiritual and religious illusion from succeeding we have to become
wise to what is actually taking place. This is why I have written this series of articles - to try
and share what I believe is happening and has been for thousands of years. Basically, we need
to begin working with the inner spiritual light that animates and gives life to all things living
and then to share this truth to all that have ears to hear. Bearing in mind that patience is the
key and to remain the ‘passer-by’ always. In other words, when confronted with new
ideologies, beliefs etc., we should hold the information at a distance and not allow it to be
taken on board dogmatically. Allow your inner light to take information out of this journey
on a subconscious level and keep the ego/emotional body away from deciding what IT feels
is right or not. Just like our auto-immune system, the neurological system and all the other
‘systems’ of the body work to keep us alive, healthy and balanced without the intellect having
any idea of what is going on, our subliminal mind/consciousness – the higher vibratory aspect
– can then do its job correctly. Eventually corroboration will come in the form of, say,
‘coincidences’ and the intuition will begin to guide us better too. In other words,
symbolically speaking, don’t run with the baton our ego and emotional body may be handed,
and certainly do not pass it on to others just because an apparent ‘being’ told us something
that appealed to our ego/intellect/emotions.
I hope that this information can in some way help people to travel more safely through the
Inner Journey and avoid the many pitfalls that await them, internally and externally from
false gurus and masters. I could also share far more meditational experiences, I have plenty,
but they would just be reinforcing what has already been shared, as mentioned before. Apart
from one which I feel is important and one which should help people more than anything
else. In one meditation I revealed another false archon ‘light being’ for what it truly was. To
say it was one ugly mother f****r would be an understatement, and something in appearance
that may put many people off from going further. However, I ‘sent’ this UMF some Living
Light of Creation from my heart centre. This is where I was shocked for the first time as this
‘thing’ got bigger. So I sent it more ‘light’ and it got even bigger, so I repeated this and it
became even bigger. Now I was wondering whether to get the hell out of there or carry on. I
decided to send it more ‘light’ and then it popped; exploded right in front of me and
disappeared; gone, nothing, totally destroyed. Why am I sharing this? Well, firstly because
these ‘entities’ if, or when, they do this can create fear in a person and in so doing stop that
person in their tracks from carrying on any further. Therefore this is important to know and
that they FEED on FEAR, so show no fear whatsoever.
It is also worth noting that the Archons can appear as ‘light beings’ too for a short period of
time. What we need to do before each meditation is ask the Living Light that animates us and
all living things, and all living things animated by the Living Light to help protect us and
guide us at all times. Then, if we do come across any so-called ‘light beings’ all we need to
do is ask the Living Light to reveal them for what they truly are, and they will be exposed in
all their ugly glory.
So with the inner journey we need to show no fear and just keep on going, being patient. Do
not expect anything, be calm and measured at all times. If something happens this is great; if
nothing happens this is great too. Keep a meditation diary and write everything you’ve
experienced down. Do not try to analyse it or understand it. Just make notes of it and keep
going. Eventually, if you work through all this archon-astral rubbish you will come out the
other side and make that connection with Oneness, Isness the Living Light of Creation. As
you become as one with the Creative Force you experience something so wonderful and

magical words simply cannot describe it. Then and only then will everything you have
experienced from the inner journey make sense and fall into place. You will never be the
same person again, and in fact there will be no going back. Neither would you want to
believe me. To be free of this Astral-Archon disease is a wonderful feeling and allows your
intuition to grow and develop naturally and more powerfully.
Be safe and alert in your (Inner) Journey and do not allow your ego or emotional body to be
manipulated by anything you may come across. Be for always the Passer-By, move on and
keep moving!

